Context. The origin of the fossil magnetic fields detected in 5 to 10% of intermediate-mass main sequence stars is still highly debated. Aims. We want to bring observational constraints to a large population of intermediate-mass pre-main sequence (PMS) stars in order to test the theory that convective-dynamo fields generated during the PMS phases of stellar evolution can occasionally relax into fossil fields on the main sequence. Methods. Using distance estimations, photometric measurements, and spectropolarimetric data from HARPSpol and ESPaDOnS of 38 intermediate-mass PMS stars, we determined fundamental stellar parameters (T eff , L and v sin i) and measured surface magnetic field characteristics (including detection limits for non-detections, and longitudinal fields and basic topologies for positive detections). Using PMS evolutionary models, we determined the mass, radius, and internal structure of these stars. We compared different PMS models to check that our determinations were not model-dependant. We then compared the magnetic characteristics of our sample accounting for their stellar parameters and internal structures. Results. We detect magnetic fields in about half of our sample. About 90% of the magnetic stars have outer convective envelopes larger than ∼25% of the stellar radii, and heavier than ∼2% of the stellar mass. Going to higher mass, we find that the magnetic incidence in intermediate-mass stars drops very quickly, within a time-scale of the order of few times 0.1 Myr. Finally, we propose that intermediate-mass T Tauri stars with large convective envelopes, close to the fully convective limit, have complex fields and that their dipole component strengths may decrease as the sizes of their convective envelopes decrease, similar to lower-mass T Tauri stars.
Introduction
A very peculiar type of magnetic field can be found in 5 to 10% of Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) and A/B stars: a very strong field (300 -30kG), stable over many years and even decades, and that tends to be dominated by low-order largely dipolar large-scale fields (Alecian et al. 2013; Donati & Landstreet 2009 ). The other 90 -95% of HAeBe and A/B stars do not host magnetic fields, or at least they are not detected. As these stars do not have a convective envelope, the dynamo process (that usually explains the presence and the characteristics of magnetic fields in cooler stars) cannot be invoked to explain either the presence or the characteristics of the fields observed in HAeBe and A/B stars. In addition, the dynamo field formed in the core of intermediate mass stars on or very near the main sequence would take too long to rise to the surface (e.g. Moss 2001 ) raising the need for an alSend offprint requests to: F.
Villebrun, e-mail: florent.villebrun@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr ternative explanation for the presence of such magnetic fields in intermediate-mass stars.
The underlying mechanisms causing these fields in nonconvective stars is unclear and the debate centres around two theories, both of which implying that the magnetic fields come from earlier evolutionary stages of the stars, leading people to call these "fossil fields". The first theory consists of frozenin magnetic fields originally present in the interstellar medium during the collapse of the pre-stellar cloud (Moss 2001) , while the other consists of relaxing the dynamo field that is created during the pre-main sequence (PMS) convective phase in stars that meet specific conditions related to their rotation (Duez & Mathis 2010; Braithwaite & Spruit 2004; Emeriau & Mathis 2015; Gaurat et al. 2015) . In this paper, we will not focus on the first scenario, and will instead derive new observational constraints to the second scenario by measuring the rotational and A&A proofs: manuscript no. article_final stars (i.e. before they lose their convective envelopes to become fully radiative), they are the best objects to study to test the relaxation scenario.
T Tauri stars (TTS) are PMS stars with spectral types between late F and M that are gravitationally contracting while evolving towards the main sequence (Herbig 1962) . Some of them possess circumstellar disks, and many are still actively accreting. Intermediate-mass T Tauri stars (1.2 to 4 M ) are precursors to HAeBe stars, and later to A/B stars. Studies of 16 low-mass T Tauri stars (LMTTS) have revealed that -unlike in HAeBe stars -magnetic fields are ubiquitous in these systems and of dynamo type (Donati et al. 2008 (Donati et al. , 2010b (Donati et al. , 2011a , also see Hill et al. 2017 for a summary of all the results to date). Hussain et al. (2009) detected and reconstructed the large-scale surface magnetic fields in 2 IMTTS (CV Cha and CR Cha), but aside from this work, no other surface magnetic field maps of IMTTS have been published. Our knowledge of IMTTS magnetic properties is therefore very limited.
To test the relaxation theory we need to determine the magnetic topologies and strenghts of a sample of IMTTS well distributed among the PMS phase from their fully convective to fully radiative evolutionary stages. In particular, we need to determine the ratio between poloidal and toroidal fields (Emeriau & Mathis 2015, Mathis private communication) , which is only accessible with ZDI (Zeeman Doppler Imaging) magnetic mapping (e.g. Hussain et al. 2009 ). As this technique requires continuous monitoring, evenly sampling at least one stellar rotation period, a considerable investment of telescope time is needed for each star. We therefore need to filter out the most suitable targets for mapping, i.e. those with strong large-scale magnetic fields. To this end, we selected a set of targets aiming to cover the part of the HR diagram that corresponds to IMTTS as thoroughly as possible. Future observations to obtain full ZDI maps for a small subset of the sample with the strongest magnetic fields will be reported in a subsequent paper.
Here, we report the initial step in our programme, an observational campaign of a large sample of IMTTS using ESPaDOnS (at the Canada France Hawaii Telescope, CFHT) and HARPSPol (at ESO La Silla) to acquire a few high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations per star (Section 2). We used these data to detect magnetic fields, and to determine the effective temperature of our sample consistently and as accurately as possible (Section 3). For the first time, we have therefore been able to place accurately these stars in the HR diagram, and compare their positions with PMS evolutionary tracks computed using different models, to predict their internal structure (Section 3). We discuss our results and present our conclusions in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Observations
We based this study on 92 spectra for 38 IMTTS we obtained in 2012. For each star, we acquired up to 4 spectra. These spectra have been obtained with either the ESPaDOnS or HARPSpol instruments. ESPaDOnS is a high-resolution spectropolarimeter, and has been used in the polarimetric Stokes V mode (Donati 2003) . It is located at the CFHT and has a spectral resolution R = 65000 (its wavelength range covers between 369 nm and 1048 nm). HARPSpol is the polarimetric module of the HARPS spectrograph (Piskunov et al. 2011 ) located at La Silla observatory, Chile (ESO 3.6m), which has a spectral resolution R = 115000 (its wavelength range covers between 378 nm and 691 nm). For both instruments, the circular polarisation state of the stellar light is obtained by acquiring 4 successive spectra at different phase retarder configurations. The data have been reduced using Libre-ESpRIT when obtained with ESPaDOnS, and the REDUCE package adapted for HARPSpol (e.g. Alecian et al. 2011) . Libre-ESpRIT is based on the earlier ESpRIT (Donati et al. 1997 ) and uses the same basic reduction methods. Some spectra from HARPSpol were also reduced by Libre-ESPRIT to double-check the reduced spectra. From this data reduction, we get one Stokes I and one Stokes V spectrum per observation, as well as one diagnostic spectrum (null-spectrum or Nspectrum, see Donati et al. 1997) where the data are combined in such a way to cancel stellar polarization signal. This nullspectrum enables us to make sure the polarized light we acquire does not come from spurious origins (e.g., instrumental or observing conditions). The median signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of our data is 170 at peak per CCD pixel for one observation (for fainter sources, one observation could consist of several successive Stokes V sequences). A log of the observations can be found in Table B .1.
The normalisation provided by the data reduction pipelines being insufficient for our work, we used a polynomial renormalisation routine (Folsom et al. 2008 (Folsom et al. , 2012 . This routine determines continuum points in the stellar spectrum order by order, and then fits a polynomial function based on these continuum points. The original spectrum is then divided by the fitted polynomial function, making sure that the spectrum is properly normalised.
In order to increase the SNR of our data, we built the mean Least-Squares Deconvolved (LSD) profiles of our spectra as described in Donati et al. (1997) . For all of the stars, the LSD profiles have been normalized using a mean wavelength of 500 nm and a mean Landé factor of 1.2 (Kochukhov et al. 2010) . For each star, a tailored list of atomic lines parameters, called a linemask, is compiled from a synthetic spectrum created with the effective temperature, and log g (determined in Section 3). We used solar abundances which are appropriate for our sample (see Section 3). We used the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD3 version, Ryabchikova et al. 2015) to build the line-masks, and excluded from these masks spectral regions affected by Balmer lines, emission lines, telluric lines, and regions with a poor SNR.
Results

Stellar properties
We want to determine stellar properties of our sample to better constrain their position in the HR diagram and better understand their magnetic behaviour in terms of their effective temperature and internal structure.
Effective temperatures and rotational velocities
To derive the effective temperature, T eff , and projected rotational velocities, v sin i, of these stars, we used the spectral fitting method: for each observed spectrum, we created an associated synthetic spectrum using the ZEEMAN code (Landstreet 1988; Wade et al. 2001; Folsom et al. 2012 ) that, according to a χ 2 -fitting procedure, best fits the observed spectrum. We used a grid of stellar atmospheric models from the MARCS code (Gustafsson et al. 2008 ) using global solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2009) . Model atmospheres were interpolated between grid points, using linear interpolation of the log of the model quantities, to obtain exact T eff and log g combinations. Atomic data were extracted from the VALD3 database using "extract stellar" We first needed initial estimates of the star's fundamental parameters (v rad , T eff , v sin i and v mac ) which we determined by eye using the IDL visualisation script BINMAG2 1 (see Alecian et al. 2016) . These first estimates of fundamental stellar parameters are then used by the LMA semi-automatic routine (Folsom et al. 2012 ) as a starting point for a χ 2 minimisation using the Levenberg-Marquardt technique. Synthetic spectra are created by the ZEEMAN spectrum synthesis code and compared to the observed spectrum until all free parameters converge to their optimal solution. The free parameters in this fitting procedure are: T eff , v sin i, the microturbulence velocity v mic , and the radial velocity v rad . We fixed log g to 4.0 as our data were of variable quality -the ability to determine log g depends on both v sin i and the SNR of the spectrum -and so this quantity could not be consistently determined across the entire sample. log g = 4.0 is a reasonable value for the part of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) covered by our sample. We used global solar metallicity from Asplund et al. (2009) and found that they reproduce our data well: there was therefore no need to fit the abundances as well. We also fixed the macro-turbulent velocity, v mac , to 2.0 km s −1 as it reproduces well our data for low v sin i stars, and could not be constrained for high v sin i stars (as the rotation dominates line broadening).
We took into account the broadest possible spectral range, but had to discard several wavelength windows that were strongly affected by telluric absorption lines, or night sky or YSO emission lines. We also had to discard the blue part of the spectra (i.e. λ < 400 nm) because noise is high and blending with Balmer lines becomes severe. As a result of this filtering, we fitted 12 wavelength windows for ESPaDOnS spectra (∼ 90 nm per window, totaling 1085 nm) and 10 wavelength windows for HARPSpol spectra (totaling 885 nm). For each window, we produced an estimate of T eff and v sin i. We then averaged all the values of T eff and v sin i for all the windows of a single spectrum in order to obtain a preliminary estimate of T eff and v sin i for the entire spectrum. To discard potential bad fits, we excluded the windows that deviated from the mean value by 1σ, excluded them, and re-calculated a new average. We did this operation only once: this 1σ-clipping resulted in the exclusion of 1 or 2 windows in most cases, and up to 4 or 5 windows at the most (for specra that were noisier than the rest and / or for fast rotating stars). Following this procedure, we derived T eff and v sin i with standard deviations of the mean of 100-150 K and 1-2 km s −1 respectively (450 K and 20 km s −1 for the most challenging case, i.e. for spectra that were noisier than the rest and / or for fast rotating stars). All these results are compiled in Table B .2.
Some stars of our sample may still be strongly accreting. We therefore checked for the presence of veiling by comparing the measured T eff at high and low wavelengths (i.e. in the red and blue parts of the spectra respectively). Because accretion shocks emit more radiations (relative to photospheres) in the blue / UV part of the spectra, the calculated T eff may be over-estimated at shorter wavelengths: the lines are shallower due to an extra continuum contribution from accretion hot spots at or near the stellar surface. Except for 3 stars, no significant veiling was found in our sample. For the three affected by veiling (V1000 Sco, V1152 Sco and V1156 Sco), the T eff was consistently higher in the blue by 400-500 K. In these cases, it is more cautious to ignore the calculated T eff in the blue part, and only consider the calculated T eff in the red part (as it is less affected by veiling). 1 see the webpage http://www.astro.uu.se/∼oleg/binmag.html Thanks to the 1σ-clipping, these abnormally high T eff estimates have been excluded, and the final temperatures of these 3 stars are largely based on the temperatures found in their red spectral windows (>580 nm). We thus are confident that veiling did not significantly skew our T eff determination.
Luminosities
To position our sample of IMTTS in the HR diagram, we needed to compute their luminosities, which first requires the determination of the extinction. We based our determination of A j on the (V − J) color, (B − V) being more affected by accretion and circumstellar extinction. We looked for the most consistent photometric measurements available in the literature. In most cases, we used the J magnitudes from the 2MASS survey (Cutri et al. 2003) and V magnitudes from Kharchenko (2001) or the NO-MAD catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004 ). Using our determination of effective temperature, we derived the associated empirical (V − J) o of 5-30 Myr intermediate-mass stars from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) to compute the color excesses E(V − J) and extinctions A J . The total to selective extinction R J =0.437 has been determined from the color excesses and extinctions found in Casagrande et al. (2010) following the relationship:
We used the distance from Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) whenever available in order to determine the absolute magnitudes M J . However, for half of the stars, TGAS distances were not yet available: we thus used the best distance estimate of their associated star-forming region or cluster found in the literature (see Table B .3 for distance estimates). We then used bolometric corrections (BC) J from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) to get their bolometric magnitudes, and finally determined the bolometric luminosities using a solar bolometric absolute magnitude of 4.755, also from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) . All the informations about the magnitudes and luminosities of our sample are compiled in Table B .4.
When trying to determine the bolometric luminosities of NGC 6530 SCB 7 and NGC 6530 SCB 739, we found abnormally high values (log(L/L ) = 2.55 and 3.16, respectively). Because of these very high luminosities, these 2 stars are far above the birthline, which is impossible according to standard PMS theory. These errors might have the following causes: the first one being they are not pre-MS but post-MS stars, the second one being bad photometric measurements (for both of them, the B-V-J magnitude measurements are reported with "C" or even "D" flags on SIMBAD, meaning we should be cautious when using them), and the third one being bad estimates of their distances. We favour the third scenario: there are no GAIA parallaxes for these 2 stars, and thus we adopted the distance of NGC 6530 from Sung et al. (2000) . As these 2 stars are poorly studied, we suspect NGC 6530 SCB 7 and NGC 6530 SCB 739 of actually being in front of NGC 6530, explaining why the bolometric luminosity of these 2 stars is highly overestimated 2 . Despite their luminosities being undetermined, it does not affect our determination of their effective temperatures, rotational velocities, and magnetic fields reported in this paper. , and of IMTTS and LMTTS (blue symbols), and HAeBes (faded symbols) from other studies. Black and gray symbols are stars in which no magnetic field has been detected. Red and blue symbols are stars for which a magnetic field has been detected : stars represent complex magnetic topologies, circles represent simple magnetic topologies, and squares represent undefined magnetic topologies. The sizes of the red and dark blue symbols are proportional to the maximum absolute value of the longitudinal magnetic field measurements for each star. A light blue symbol means no such measurement is available. The youngest magnetic HAeBe star (HD 190073 ) is indicated on the top-left corner as an isolated red circle. The shaded areas have the following meaning; orange: fully convective; green: radiative core + convective envelope; blue: fully radiative; and pink: convective core + radiative envelope. The evolutionary tracks (solid black line, ranging from 1.0 -4.0 M ), isochrones (solid white line) and ZAMS (lower dashed line) are from the CESAM code, while the birthline (upper dashed line) is from Behrend & Maeder (2001) . The numbers above each evolutionary track are the stellar mass in solar units. The numbers beside each isochron is the stellar age. The thin orange line is the location where R conv.env. /R = 40%.
3.1.3. Mass, radius, convective turnover time, and internal structure
We now want to determine other stellar parameters using PMS evolutionary models. To estimate the uncertainties introduced by these models, we compared 3 different grids of models that can be applied to the IMTTS mass range and calculated with 3 different stellar evolution codes: the CESAM code (Morel & Lebreton 2008; Marques et al. 2013) , the STAREVOL code (Palacios et al. 2003; Lagarde et al. 2012; Amard et al. 2016) , and the Geneva code (Eggenberger et al. 2008 , Haemmerlé 2014 . More details about these 3 sets of models and their comparison can be found in Appendix A and Fig A. 1 at the end of this paper. We concluded that these 3 PMS models were similar enough -in the region of the HRD considered here and within the errors of our measurements of T eff and log(L)-and confirm any of them can be used for our study. We decided to use the CESAM code, for practical reasons.
The resulting positions of the stars of our sample in the HR diagram are plotted in Fig. 1 . From these, we interpolated stellar parameters that cannot be directly determined from spectropolarimetric observations: i.e. stellar mass, radius, convective turnover time τ c (calculated at half a pressure scale height above the base of the convective envelope H p /2, as described in Charbonnel et al. (2017)), and the mass and radius of the convective and radiative zones. We need to constrain all these parameters in order to test the magnetic field relaxation scenario. The procedure we used to interpolate these parameters is similar to the one described in Alecian et al. (2009) . All these results can be found in Table B .2.
Magnetic properties
We now want to determine which stars of our sample are magnetic, and for those that are we want to determine their magnetic field properties (strengths and topologies).
Magnetic field detections
From the Stokes V profile of each spectrum, we computed the false alarm probability (FAP, Donati et al. 1997) . The detection of a magnetic field by the FAP is based on a comparison between the Stokes V profile and the noise. We consider that a star hosts a magnetic field if we get at least one definite detection in one observation, as defined by Donati et al. (1997) . In addition, we checked that the null-spectra are flat for all our observations, and found no evidence for a spurious contribution to the Stokes V profiles. We find that 18 stars out of our entire sample host a magnetic field, and we have no significant detections for the remaining 20 stars.
We then measured the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field averaged over the visible stellar hemisphere: the mean longitudinal magnetic field (B , e.g. Rees & Semel 1979; Kochukhov et al. 2010) . B is measured by dividing the first moment of the Stokes V profile by the equivalent width of the Stokes I profile, and multiply this ratio by a factor that depends on the mean wavelength and mean Landé factor used for the normalisation of the LSD profile (Section 2). In Table B .5 are reported the B l and associated σ B l of each observation, for both magnetic and non-magnetic stars.
One might worry that, on average, all the stars for which we do not detect a magnetic field are just more difficult to detect a field on because they are rotating faster. To address this, we plotted the σ B l of each spectrum with respect to the rotational velocity of its associated star in Fig. 2 . Red dots are for spectra coming from magnetic stars, and black dots are for spectra coming from stars with no magnetic detection. For v sin i up to 80 km/s (which concerns 33 stars out of 38), Fig. 2 shows that we can reliably detect magnetic fields with our data. Beyond this limit (concerning 5 stars) we did not detect any magnetic field: we therefore may be biased by fast rotation when above 80 km/s, but it also may be possible that none of these 5 stars actually host a strong large-scale magnetic field. Fig. 2 . σ B l of each observation, with respect to the v sin i of its associated star. Red dots are for spectra coming from magnetic stars, black dots are for spectra coming from stars with no detected magnetic field.
Limits of detection for a dipolar configuration
When we did not find any evidence of a magnetic field in a star, we computed an upper limit for the detection of a dipolar field configuration. Considering the case that the star hosts a dipolar magnetic field (i.e. the configuration commonly found in fossil field stars and in some cool stars possessing a field that is not fossil; e.g. Petit et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2010; Boro Saikia et al. 2016) , we estimated the maximum strength below which the hypothetical dipolar field could not have been detected in our data, according to the SNR of our observations. The calculation of this limit is carried out by a Monte-Carlo simulation.
We followed the same procedure as described in Alecian et al. (2016): for 15 values of a hypothetical dipolar magnetic field strengths B D ranging from 0 to 5000 G, we created 1000 synthetic V profiles, each of which was associated to a randomly generated oblique rotator configuration (random inclination angle to the observer i, random obliquity angle of the dipole β, and random rotational phase of the star φ). For each of these configurations, we computed the FAP in the synthetic Stokes V profile (after adding synthetic noise with respect to the quality of our observations) to decide if a magnetic field of strength B D would have been detected, using the same detection criteria as in our observations and detailed in the previous section. After 1000 trials, we can therefore give a detection probability for a dipolar field of strength B D at its pole. We set our detection threshold at 95%, meaning that the value B D95% mentionned in Table 6 is the value of B D for which the synthetic magnetic field has been detected in 95% of the trials. Having more than one observation for a star is beneficial as it gives us more chances to detect a magnetic field: we consider all the different observations we got as independant draws, and can therefore combine the detection probabilities to improve our limit of detection.
The values of B D95% for the 20 non-magnetic stars are plotted in Fig. 3 : we observe that B D95% is lower than 500 G for half of our non-magnetic stars, and lower than 1 kG for 80% of them. We also observe a correlation between B D95% and v sin i. Indeed, rotational broadening may hide magnetic signatures by spreading them over more spectral pixels, reducing the amplitude of the magnetic signature relative to the noise. For example, the very high rotational velocity of NGC 2264 121 (v sin i = 144 km s −1 ) is partly responsible for its very high detection limit (5200 G). We would need to observe this target for much longer to increase significantly the SNR and give us a chance to detect a field of lower strength.
Limits of detection for a multipolar configuration
We initially computed the limits of detection in the case of a dipolar field for our stars in which there are no detections, as this is the typical configuration in fossil fields stars. However, the non-magnetic stars of our sample may also hide a multipolar field (or a multipolar+toroidal field, more typical of cool active stars). We investigated whether or not these stars could host complex, large-scale magnetic field signatures of the type found in the IMTTS CV Cha (Hussain et al. 2009 ). We used the published map of CV Cha to predict the Stokes V signatures expected in each of the stars with non-detections. As the large-scale field is complex and multipolar, the main factors determining whether or not the signatures are likely to be detected are the stellar v sin i and the SNR levels of the LSD Stokes V profile. By randomly sampling hundreds of phases for each star, we can assign the probability of detecting a CV Cha-type complex multipolar field at the 3-σ level. The results are shown in the third column of Fig. 3 . Limit of detection for a dipolar magnetic field at the 95% confidence for the 20 non-magnetic stars of our sample versus the projected rotational velocities of these stars. Table 6 . Stars with no-detected magnetic field: upper-limit of detection in the case of a dipolar field (B D95% , second row) and 3 − σ level probability of detecting complex, large-scale magnetic field signatures of CV Cha-type (P 3−σ , third row). Table 6 , which shows the percentage probability of detecting a field, given the stellar parameters and the data quality. Our findings suggest that a complex multipolar field signature typical of partly-convective T Tauri stars should definitely have been detected for NGC 6530 SCB 739 and Par 2441 (though we cannot exclude a significantly weaker field). For HD 143978, a robust field signature would be expected approximately 95% of the time. For the rest of the sample, we cannot exclude the possibility that these stars host complex fields such as those found in the CV Cha and CR Cha.
Discussion
The origin of magnetic fields in Herbig and Ap stars
We want to understand the evolution of the magnetic properties of intermediate-mass stars from the birthline to the Herbig phase, which necessitates a knowledge of the magnetic properties of the intermediate-mass T Tauri stars, the thus far poorly studied evolutionary precursors of the Herbig Ae/Be stars. We have performed an observational campaign of a specific sample of IMTTS evolving from a fully convective structure to a fully radiative structure. The stars of our sample are plotted in Fig. 1 with red symbols when we obtained a magnetic detection (16 stars in Fig. 1 + 1 falling out of the HRD, see Sect. 3.1.2.), and black symbols when no magnetic field has been detected (19 stars in Fig. 1 + 1 falling out of the HRD, see Sect. 3.1.2.). The sizes of the symbols depend on the maximum strength of our B measurements (the minimum sizes being for the non-magnetic stars).
We have divided the HRD in 4 different zones. In Fig 1. , the orange zone indicates the position of the stars evolving with a fully convective interior. The green zone indicates partlyconvective stars, i.e. stars with a radiative core larger than 1% of the stellar radius R (equivalent to 1% of the stellar mass M ), and lower than 75% R (or 98% M ). The blue zone, called the fully-radiative zone, contains stars with a radiative core containing more than 98% of the stellar mass, and the pink region are for stars in which a convective core is growing and has a mass larger than 1% M .
In order to complete the global picture, we included stars from other spectro-polarimetric studies in Fig. 1 : Herbig Ae/Be stars from Alecian et al. (2013) -using similar symbols as the IMTTS but with faded colours; as well as other IMTTS and LMTTS -using blue symbols (Donati et al. 2007 (Donati et al. , 2008 (Donati et al. , 2010a (Donati et al. , 2011b (Donati et al. ,c, 2013 (Donati et al. , 2015 Hussain et al. 2009; Kochukhov 2015; Hill et al. 2017; Lavail et al. 2017; Yu & Donati 2017) . In the latter case, all stars are magnetic, and the light-blue (blue) colour indicates a lack (or not) of information on the B values. We observe that, while the fully-convective zone above ∼1 M is almost empty, our sample bridges well the gap between the fully convective and fully-radiative zones at intermediate-mass.
In the fully radiative part of the HR diagram (blue region in Fig. 1 ), our IMTTS sample overlaps with the Herbig sample well, bridging the gap between the convective-radiative (CR) limit (thick blue line) and the radiative part of the HR diagram probed by the Herbig sample. Except for a small gap near the CR limit around 3 M , the connection between partly convective IMTTS (green zone) and fully radiative IMTTS (blue zone) is fairly complete in our sample. In this region of the HR diagram, our study provides evidence of a very clear trend: convective stars quickly lose their magnetic field. Indeed, almost 100% (14 out of 15) of partly convective IMTTS host a magnetic field, while only ∼10% (2 out of 18) of fully radiative IMTTS are magnetic, which is an occurence similar to the fossil fields in the HAeBe and Ap/Bp stars. Furthermore, the non-magnetic star in the partly convective zone is NGC 2264 121, the one with a detection limit much larger than typical TTS magnetic fields. This star may well host a relatively strong magnetic field that we are not able to detect with our data due to its very rapid rotation.
The magnetic/non-magnetic boundary appears obvious in Fig. 1 and may define the boundary between ubiquitous dynamogenerated magnetic fields in convective stars and the rarer fossil magnetic fields in fully radiative stars. Stellar evolutionary grids from the CESAM code reveal that stars evolve across this boundary very quickly so that the transition between the two types of fields must occur within a few times 0.1 Myr. This timescale is similar to that found with the two other evolutionary PMS grids considered in this study. We thus propose that 0.1 Myr is the typical time-scale for dynamo fields to dissipate in IMTTS. In addition, we find that this transition occurs when M conv.env. /M * ∼ 2%, or in terms of volume when R con.env. /R * ∼ 25%.
Typical fossil fields detected in Ap/Bp stars have predominantly dipolar configurations and have dipole field strengths of a few kG (e.g. Donati & Landstreet 2009 ). Most of the detection limits we measured in our non-magnetic sample are lower than 1 kG, with the majority having a limit lower than 0.5 kG. Our data are therefore sensitive enough for detecting typical fossil fields. This is true if we ignore the dilution effect of magnetic flux due to the radius variation during stellar evolution. The fossil field hypothesis assumes magnetic flux conservation implying that the magnetic strength at the stellar surface varies as 1/R 2 * . As a consequence, magnetic fields are weaker at large radii. Between the birthline and the Terminal Age Main Sequence (TAMS), the radius changes the most during the early-PMS phase. However, between the CR limit (after which only fossil field can be present at the surface of the stars) and the ZAMS, the radius only changes by a factor of about 2, i.e. a similar factor between the TAMS and the ZAMS. Therefore, the dilution effect affects Ap/Bp stars and radiative PMS stars the same way, and can be neglected in our interpretation. In the fossil field approximation, the magnetic strength and topology we expect to detect in the radiative IMTTS are therefore likely of Ap/Bp type.
If our data are sensitive enough to detect Ap/Bp fields, by extension it should also be sensitive enough to detect "typical" Herbig Ae/Be fossil fields. We observe that our IMTTS dataset is more sensitive to magnetic field than the HAeBe dataset (Alecian et al. 2013). Indeed, 80% of our B measurements have uncertainties below 50 G (see Table B .5), which is the case for only 20% of the HAeBe dataset, and 80% of it has uncertainties below 250 G. Nonetheless, fossil fields have been detected in the HAeBe sample (e.g. Alecian et al. 2013), which emphasises that our dataset is sensitive enough to detect fossil fields.
Fossil magnetic fields are present in 1 to 10% of the A/B stars, depending on the mass: while it is found to be 5-10% above 2.5 M it drops quickly to 1% below 2.5 M (Power et al. 2008; Sikora et al. 2018 ). According to the fossil field hypothesis, a similar incidence is expected in the PMS radiative stars. Two out of the 18 radiative IMTTS we observed are magnetic. This is in global agreement with the fossil field theory, regardless of the mass, and considering the small size of our sample. However, about 90% of our sample has masses concentrated between ∼1 M and ∼2.5 M (Fig. 1 ). Yet, the only magnetic fields we have detected in the radiative zone are in stars more massive than 3 M . The absence of magnetic field detection in radiative stars less massive than 2.5 M is therefore striking. Our observations suggest that the incidence drop observed during the MS, is already present during the PMS phase.
While below 2.5 M there is a very distinct boundary between the magnetic and non-magnetic stars, above 3 M the boundary is not that evident. First, our sample does not contain any stars more massive than 3 M with a large outer convective envelope (>0.25 R ). Secondly our sample contains in total only 3 stars more massive than 3 M , which is not statistically significant. Nonetheless, if the two magnetic stars detected among those 3 have fossil fields, it would mean that we would have been lucky to detect them. It is probably more likely to assume that what we observe may be dynamo-fields created in the outer convective envelope, even if it contains less than 2% of the stellar mass or is contained in less than 25% of the stellar radius. The still open question would be to know whether it is possible to generate magnetic fields in such light but extended convective zones. Our data does not allow us to choose between simple and complex field for those stars. Additional observations are required to determine the origin of their magnetic fields, and to better understand the origin of fossil fields in stars more massive than 3 M .
Transition from fully convective to fully radiative
To better understand the evolution of magnetic fields during the PMS phases, we need to know their strengths and topologies. This requires good quality monitoring that necessitates a large amount of telescope time. This is currently being done on a subsample of our stars as a follow-up of this study.
In the mean time, with the spectropolarimetric snapshots we obtained, we studied the evolution of the mean longitudinal magnetic field B . Mean longitudinal magnetic field measurements are not ideal because they vary significantly over the rotation of the star, but we can lessen this effect by choosing the highest absolute value amongst all observations of a particular star. As the star rotates, the B values vary periodically, and the periodic curve depends on the field strength and topology. For a fixed topology the maximum absolute value (|B | max ) increases with the magnetic strength. With only two to four observations we cannot draw the entire curve. We therefore chose the maximum measured absolute value as being the most representative value for the magnetic field's strength. In Table B .5, the |B | max value of each star is indicated in bold: this value has been used to plot the size of the symbols in Fig 1. In addition, from the shape of the LSD Stokes V profiles, we can begin to diagnose whether the Zeeman signature is most likely produced by a low-order field (simple bipolar signatures spread over the entire width of the I profile) or whether it is most likely produced by a complex multipolar field: composite and complex Stokes V signals often spread over only a small part of the width of the I profile, suggestting localised magnetic spots. For 10 out of the 16 magnetic IMTTS plotted in the HR diagram, we are able to say confidently that their magnetic field is complex, while only one star of our sample seems to host a simple magnetic field. The simple, complex and uncertain field natures are expressed in Fig. 1 with different symbols.
We found magnetic fields in only two radiative stars: CO Ori and GW Ori. They are our best candidates for hosting a fossil field. In addition, their B are among the strongest detected in this sample (96.7 and 82.5 G, respectively) despite the relatively poor monitoring (only 2 spectra for CO Ori and 3 spectra for GW Ori). We tried to determine the complexity of their fields, but find their Stokes V profile time-series are difficult to interpret (see Fig B. 3 for CO Ori and Fig B. 7 for GW Ori). They are both excellent targets for future studies as they may host freshly formed fossil fields.
On the opposite side of the HR diagram, we note that IMTTS with large convective envelopes (R > 0.40 R ) follow the same trend: most of the time, they host a multipolar or a multipolar+toroidal field. According to previous studies, including the magnetic mapping of the IMTTS CR Cha (Hussain et al. 2009 ), those multipolar and toroidal fields are indeed expected once the fully-convective limit (between the orange and green zone, see Fig. 1 ) is passed (Gregory et al. 2012) .
The rest of the magnetic sample (all the partly convective stars with a weaker magnetic field, located closer to the convective radiative limit, with R < 0.40 R ) is much more difficult to interpret because these stars have all kind of field complexities, with no apparent correlation with their degree of convection. For example, the Stokes V profiles of IRAS 22144 behave like a composite of multiple signals and could therefore hide a complex field (despite IRAS 22144 being almost entirely radiative) while the more convective star CHX 22 profile seems of simpler configuration. Moreover, the B l amplitudes of these stars do not show any correlation with the apparent complexity of their fields. It then appears to us that this region of the HR diagram (where R conv.env. evolves from 40 to 25% of R tot ) is a transition region between two regimes: the regime of strong and complex fields in highly convective stars (at the right of the HRD, where R conv.env. ≥ 40% of R tot ) and the regime of radiative IMTTS (at the left of the HRD, where R conv.env. ≤ 25% of R tot ) where more than 90% of the stars have either no field, or a field too faint to be detected with our observations.
Another interesting point can be mentioned: it may be possible that the magnetic IMTTS which do not evolve into Ap/Bp stars could be the progenitors of the weakly-magnetised "Vegalike" A stars (Lignières et al. 2009; Petit et al. 2010 Petit et al. , 2011 Blazère et al. 2016b,a) .
Low-mass T Tauri stars and the role of accretion
Magnetic fields are systematically detected in T Tauri stars. The discussion in Hill et al. (2017) compiles and summarises the magnetic properties of 16 TTS with masses ranging from 0.5 to 1.9 M , and ages ranging from 1 to 10 Myr (8 classical TTSs from the MaPP programme, 6 weak-line TTSs from the MaTYSSE programme, and 2 additional weak-line TTSs from Hill et al. 2017) . The 3 most massive stars in this study (Par 2244, Par 1379 and V410 Tau, at around 1.4 -1.8 M ) overlap with the lightest and most convective stars of our sample and display similar magnetic topologies. Lavail et al. (2017) have measured the averaged modulus of the magnetic field over the visible stellar hemisphere (< B >) of 6 IMTTS from the Zeeman broadening of IR spectral lines. When compared to LMTTS in which similar measurements have been performed, Lavail et al. (2017) proposed that we cannot find as strong magnetic fields in IMTTS as in some LMTTS. In Fig. 1 , we observe that the stars with the strongest B (larger than 300 G) are the coolest TTS with effective temperatures lower than ∼4000 K. These stars also have simple fields and are mainly convective. On the contrary, the TTS with the lowest longitudinal field values are slightly more evolved, and have complex fields. However, it does not mean that their total magnetic energy is lower because the cancellation effect affects B measurements, even more in the case of complex fields. It may just be that the lowest order dipole field component is weaker. Such a decrease of the dipole component with the decrease of the size of the convective envelope has already been noted by Gregory et al. (2012) . In addition, we can compare B measurements of complex fields between our sample and the LMTTS. We observe they all have values of the same order of magnitude. Therefore our B data cannot confirm the trend found by Lavail et al. (2017) from mean field measurements: it is important to keep in mind that the two studies measured different kinds of magnetic field (global and local) that do not necessarily follow the same trend with mass. Hill et al. (2017) also looked for correlation between magnetic topologies of LMTTS and their accretion state. While remaining cautious, they point out that wTTSs generally show a wider range of field topologies compared to cTTSs, with largescale fields that can be more toroidal and non-axisymmetric. We looked for correlations between magnetic strengths / topologies and the accretion states of our sample of stars: from the accretion state (wTTS or cTTS) we compiled from the literature (Table  B. 2), we do not find any kind of correlation.
Conclusions
We have analysed spectropolarimetric data of a sample of 38 IMTTS probing the zone of the HRD where intermediate-mass stars evolve from a fully convective to a fully radiative internal structure. We have detected magnetic fields in about half of our sample. We find that the magnetic incidence goes from almost 100% to ∼10% as soon as the stars cross the limit over which the convective zone has a mass lower than ∼2% of the stellar mass, which is equivalent to ∼25% of the stellar radius. We argue that dynamo fields have to dissipate within about few 0.1 Myr once this limit has been reached. We are however not able to constrain the time-scale over which they relax into fossil fields. Additional studies of the radiative magnetic IMTTS are required.
From the shape of the Zeeman signatures, we find that the stars of our sample with a convective envelope spreading over 40% to 99% of the stellar radius most likely host complex highorder magnetic fields, as observed among the low-mass TTS that are similarly convective. In addition, this may be evidence of a decrease in the low-order large-scale magnetic field component from the fully convective limit to the fully radiative limit, as in the LMTTS. We find no correlation between the magnetic signature shapes and strengths, and the accreting nature (wTTS or cTTS) of our IMTTS sample.
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Appendix A.4: Comparison of the models
In Fig A. 1. , we overplotted and compared isomass evolutionary tracks for 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 solar masses for these three PMS grids of models. Green lines correspond to the Geneva Code, red lines correspond to the STAREVOL code, and blue lines correspond to the CESAM code. Red dots are stars with a definite magnetic detection (DD), while black dots are stars in which no magnetic field has been detected (ND). We tried to find a boundary between the population of magnetic stars (on the right) and the population of non-magnetic stars (on the left) in terms of stellar internal structure (radius and/or mass of the convective enveloppe compared to the radius and/or mass of the radiative core). We figured out that these two populations of stars can be splitted by a bound marking the moment when the radiative core fills more than 70%-75% of the total radius of the star, which also matches the moment when the radiative core contains more than 99% of the total mass of the star. We propose to call this limit "the convective/radiative limit" (CR limit hereafter), i.e. the limit beyond which stars are almost entirely radiative and lose their dynamo field.
In the part of the HR diagram where our stars are located, we notice that the isomass evolutionary tracks are similar: the disparity from one model to another is always smaller than our smallest error bars on T eff and L, meaning that the uncertainties on the stars' internal structure or characteristics are mainly due to our uncertainties on T eff and L, and not on discrepancies between models. The same reasoning can be applied to the CR limits, all of them being located close to each other (the spread between them is smaller than the smallest error bars we have). We therefore can work with any of these three models, it wouldn't make any major difference in our interpretations. The biggest disagreement between these three models can be spotted at the very beginning of the evolutionary tracks, during the fully convective phase. This discordance comes from the atmosphere mode: the three models do not use the same outer boundary conditions. However, none of our stars are located is this region of the HR diagram, thus our interpretations shouldn't be impacted. Table B .4. Table compiling photometric measurements found in the literature : magnitudes V B and J, bolometric corrections in J band, theoretical (V-J) o and A J from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) , and the corresponding log(L/L ) with their associated uncertainties. Table B .5. Table compiling the extracted B l and associated σ B l for each spectrum. Stars with a magnetic detection are written in bold, and so is the B l we retained for them (the maximum in absolute value among all spectra for one star). 
